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And so it begins
Students across the school have joined forces to create a publication that is informative, entertaining 

and above all, a bit of fun. 
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The school phone ban

Is banning Elwood College students 
from accessing their phones at school 
really the right way to go? Year 8 
student Asha Dwyer reports.  
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Get out and about these 
holidays
Year 11 students Peggy and Sabrina 
give you the lowdown on things to 
see and do in Melbourne.
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Every player for them-
selves
If you haven’t heard of Fortnite, it’s 
time to pull your head out of the 
sand. Join Year 8 student Aditya 
Arya and find out exactly what it 
is that everyone has been talking 
about.
PAGE 6

The founder of modern 
nursing
Year 9 student Zeta Hamilton-Durkin 
shines a light on one of the medical 
world’s most influential historical 
figures.
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When students returned to school 
from their summer holidays, 

they were expecting many things; the 
new building to be completed, new 
classes, and another exciting year of 
school. What they were not expecting 
was the new ‘no-phone’ rule, which 
was effective immediately.

“I don’t think it’s a good idea to take 
away our phones,” A.K., a year eight 
student says, “because there are a 
lot of room changes and we need 
to check Compass, and it’s easier to 
do that on a phone than on a com-
puter, and we can’t write that stuff 
in our diaries because the sched-
ule constantly changes, it’s not very 
fair.” Many of the younger students 
think that their phones are useful 
tools that help them navigate the 
school. Students feel as though it is 
a pointless quest to eradicate phones 
from the school entirely, as masses 
of them still use their phones during 
the breaks and classes, regardless of 
the punishments or rules.

The announcement shocked the en-
tire student body, from the new year 
sevens to the senior school, and there 
were floods of complaints coming in 
from all sides. Students complained 
that their phones shouldn’t be taken, 
while teachers list all of the benefits of 
having the distraction of phones out 
of the classrooms. “There have been 
significant improvements in student 
focus during class”, Ms. Jessop ex-
plains, repeating that the restrictions 
on phones have enhanced student 
learning. 

This new ban on phones prevents 
any student from having their phone 
on their person during school hours, 
and many have expressed their dis-

like of the rule, claiming that there 
‘is no real reason for the ban’. The 
ban is in place every day, from 9:00 
to 3:20, and if any student is caught 
with their phone out they are often 
punished, either with confiscation of 
their phone or detention. 

“The school phone ban is a good idea 
for younger students to teach them 
good habits, but should not be ap-
plicable to senior students”, Z.E 
., senior student says. Those in the 
senior school feel that they should 
not be included in the ban, as they 
have more control and because they 
are older, and as such, should have 
exceptions. No announcement has 
been made by anyone from the school 
faculty that such requests will be 
granted.

The teachers and school principal 
Rhonda Holt have discussed the ban 
many times at assemblies, trying to 
set students at ease, listing all the 
reasons why it is a good thing. Their 
arguments are that the phones are 
distractions from classes and fellow 
students, and that unplugging from 
the “unnecessary tech” will enhance 
students’ performance. 

While staff and students are at odds 
on the topic of the new ban, the rule 
may not be indefinite. Students are 
hopeful that they will be able to pro-
test the ban enough to have it revoked, 
and promises have been made that 
the ban will be reviewed, leaving 
students anxious. But for now, the 
rule is still in place and the results 
of this experiment are uncertain, 
leaving a wide chasm between the 
two factions until an agreement can 
be reached.

Phones, or no 
phones?
Written by:
Asha Dwyer, Year 8

Ask Anonymous
Advice from:
Four unnamed members of The Seahorse team

This is a platform where you can ask any questions, express anything and 
get a reply from people who are willing to listen, laugh along with you, give 
advice and help you with any problems you have. This is completely anon-
ymous and your thoughts are safe with us. Your name will NOT be shared 
or revealed to us nor to anyone else.

To send a submission for the next isssue of The Seahorse, fill in this form 
or go to bit.ly/TheSeahorseAskAnonymous

On behalf of the entire Newspaper 
Team, I welcome you to the inaugural 
issue of The Seahorse, Elwood Col-
lege’s student newspaper. We hope 
you’ll find this publication useful, but 
more importantly, enjoyable. 

The team has worked hard to ensure 
this is truly a publication for stu-
dents, by students. This newspaper 
is a chance to provide students with 
a voice, an outlet for self-expression, 
and an opportunity to showcase in-
dividual and collective talents and 
achievements, as well as the experi-
ence of producing a newspaper. By 
working on The Seahorse, students 
can take part in the researching, writ-
ing, creating, designing, developing 
and collaborating that is a regular 
part of the world of journalism. 

Over the years I have been at Elwood, 
there has been chatter of creating a 
publication like this one. What really 
sparked my determination to pursue 
this proposal was seeing an image of 
the original school magazine from 
the 1950s, as pictured above – if they 
could do it, so could we. 

This expedition kicked off late last 
year with an email sent out to the stu-
dent body enquiring as to the interest 
levels in starting this newspaper. Less 
than five minutes after I had hit ‘send’, 
there were keen responses from Year 
7 and Year 12 students, and I received 
many more over the course of the 
next few days, including a number of 
ideas for articles and contributions. 

Knowing that there was such an im-
mense interest level across the entire 
student population, the planning for 
how we would go about our mission 
began – to be realised in 2018 after 
exams and a nice long holiday, that is. 

This February, we held our first meet-
ing. We discussed how our meetings 
would operate, how frequent our is-
sues would be, and other details on 
the organisation of the newspaper. 
Shortly after, we organised an in-
ternal poll to decide on its name - 
with suggestions ranging from ‘The 
Emerald’ to ‘The Elwood Phoenix’ 
to ‘The Journal of Elwood Seahorse 
News Monthly’ - and held a school-
wide competition to design the logo. 

The newspaper really started to come 
together at the beginning of March 
when we got together and brain-
stormed ideas for articles and other 
sections of the first issue of our paper 
and ongoing columns and assigned 
jobs. The loud, excited conversation 
in the room really verified that it was 
all worthwhile. 

After that we each set to work on 
completing our various jobs – writ-
ing articles, making comics, finding 
a way to create our paper, choosing 
design elements and finally, putting 
the whole thing together. It’s been a 
bumpy ride, but we made it.

As you will see in this issue, we cover 
a wide variety of topics in a wide va-
riety of formats, which is reflective of 
the multitude of skills and interests 
of the students. 

One thing I’ve learned over my years 
at Elwood is that taking part in ex-
tracurricular activities when the op-
portunity arises not only teaches you 
new skills and allows you to meet new 
people, but it builds on who you are 
as a person. 

If you like what you see and would 
like to contribute anything at all - 
whether it be an article, a recipe, a 
review, an opinion piece, a comic a 
story or other format - send an email 
to me at eyl0002@elwood.vic.edu.au. 
It’s never too late to get involved!

Lastly, I’d like to thank everyone who 
helped make The Seahorse happen 
-  it’s been a tremendous group effort, 
and everyone should be proud of their 
efforts. It’s been lovely to work with 
you all. 

Here’s to many more issues!

 -Zoe Eyles

The phoenix rises
More than 50 years after its first publication, The Seahorse is back.

Written by:
Zoe Eyles, Year 12

Should phones be banned at school? - neaToday

1. What year did Pluto stop being a planet?

2. What is the capital of Madagascar?

3. Who was the highest paid actress in 2017?

4. In ‘The Dark Knight’ the Joker says: “I believe, whatever doesn’t kill you, 
simply makes you...” what?

5. Who won the AFL Brownlow medal in 2011?

6. Approximately how many times does a person blink in a day?

7. Which famous physicist died on March 14th, 2018?

Quiz

ANSWERS: 1. 2006 2. Antanarivo 3. Emma Stone 4. Stranger 5. Dane Swan 
6. 28,800 7. Stephen Hawking

By:
Duke Wilson, Year 10

Peggy Lucas, Year 11

The 1959 Elwood High School newspa-
per logo

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf3EEjk7m6Px2VxyM8qRFTWeLhPDjYzL2ZIQxZkB_Qw3PHB1w/viewform?c=0&w=1
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Logo entries
Thank you to everyone who submitted an entry to our logo design competition! 

Wonderland at ACMI 
Apr 5 - Oct 7

Whether you prefer to fall 
down the rabbit hole in the 
1951 classic Disney animation 
or brace the mad hatter in Tim 
Burton’s twisted remake, you’ll 
find yourself in Wonderland 
through the highly immersive 
and experimental exhibition 
at ACMI. Wonderland follows 
the history and legacy of the 
beloved story through its 40 
filmic recreations that span gen-
erations. The exhibit presents 
not only the changing iterations 
of the whimsical story, but the 
evolution of film and media 
technologies, as we see Alice 
move from silent film to CGI 
and interactive gaming.

What’s on in Melbourne?

You Can’t Do That at 
Melbourne Museum 
until July 15

This collated exhibition ex-
poses the iconoclastic side of 
Melbourne fashion, as it test-
ed boundaries and broke con-
vention all throughout his-
tory. The collection displays 
six Australian designers who 
risked rejection and ruin in 
order to defy the confines of 
fashion and its industry. Both 
modern and vintage catwalk 
footage and shop-window 
displays will show patrons 
the life-works of the trailblaz-
ing Stella Dare, Prue Acton, 
Lois Briggs, Jenny Bannister, 
Christopher Graf and Andreja 
Pejić, who used conformity to 
fuel their creative expression.

After Dark - Nocturnes 
in the Heide Collection at 
Heide MoMA 
Mar 3 - 16 Aug

The works of this collection 
are inspired by the night 
images of renowned Austra-
lian artist Albert Tucker. His 
nighttime works date back to 
the 1940s and the events the 
artist witnessed after dark in 
Melbourne’s shadowy cobble-
stoned streets. The exhibition 
includes both modern and 
contemporary pieces that 
explore the boundaries of the 
nocturne style; from the sur-
real to the poetic, and from 
dreams to nightmares.

SRC 
report

Olivia Paratheras

Nicole Huynh
Sayler Delves

Corey Jones

Angelina Robin-Sesova

Lila Coghlan

Brock Tyers

Jason Wang
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Written by:
Sabrina Phillips & Peggy Lucas, 
Year 11

Life drawing classes on 
Swanston 
7-9pm every Monday, Tuesday and 

Wednesday night

These weekly untutored life 
drawing classes are open to all 
ages and skill levels. The ses-
sions encourage all who are in-
terested in drawing the human 
form to come and experience a 
free, uninhibited art practice 
in a relaxed and friendly envi-
ronment. 

All materials including high 
quality paper, pencils, coloured 
pastels, charcoal, and draw-
ing boards are provided and 
booking is unnecessary, as each 
class is run on a first-in-best-
dressed basis. The classes aim 
to stay environmentally friendly 
by reusing and recycling their 
class materials, and by accept-
ing donations of unwanted art 
materials from anyone who has 
some to spare. 

Each class is only $15, or 
$12 if you are under 16 and 
runs every Monday, Tues-
day, and Wednesday night.  
For more information, see here, 
or go to life-drawing.com.au

Top Arts 2018 at the NGV 
Mar 23 - July 15

To see all those who succeed-
ed in their VCE, the Top Arts 
exhibition showcases the 
exceptional work of students 
who have completed Art or 
Studio Arts. “Comprising 
work selected from applicants 
across Victoria, the exhibition 
encompasses a range of me-
dia, including drawing, paint-
ing, printmaking, sculpture, 
digital and mixed media.

Top Arts 2018 celebrates the 
outstanding abilities and the 
diverse concerns of our new-
est emerging talents, and is 
certain to provide inspiration 
to visitors of all ages. The 
exhibition includes the oppor-

The 2018 school year has started off 
with an amazing new start to the El-
wood College Student Representative 
Council (SRC), with last year’s proposed 
restructure coming into action from the 
start of Term 1. This involved students 
in any year level being able to join their 
relevant sub-school ‘block’, allowing 
any number of students to be able to 
get involved, bringing more student 
voice, issues and suggestions to the 
SRC in order to better student life at 
the College. Each block has an extraor-
dinary number of SRC representatives 
involved, with a whopping 33 Year 7 
and 8 students having signed up since 
the start of this year.

So far, each block has had at least two 
meetings each, with an amazing effort 
regarding inter-block mentorship. The 
Senior School Block (SSB) met first, and 
discussed the structure of meetings, 
their role in student voice at Elwood 
College, the SRC Constitution and the 
roles needing to be filled in the block. 
Peggy Lucas was elected the SRC SSB 
Chairperson and Raffy Blay the secre-
tary. After the SSB met twice the next 
block was to meet. A small group of SSB 
members joined in at the first Middle 
School Block (MSB) meeting the follow-
ing week, to mentor the newcomers to 
the SRC in how meetings are run. The 
next MSB meeting, the roles were cho-
sen; congratulations to Lorien Medina, 
the MSB Chairperson and to Diane 
Famadico, the Secretary, both of whom 
are doing an amazing job in executing 
their roles and have settled in incredibly 
well. Finally the huge Junior School 
Block (JSB) had their first meeting, and 
all were incredibly keen to start off the 
year with a keen interest in representing 
student values. Congratulations to Mag-
gie Lambrechts, the JSB Chairperson, 
and to Eliza Fry, the Secretary.

The SRC Committee, which is the body 
with representatives from each block has 
been meeting weekly, bringing ideas, 
suggestions and issues each block has 
discussed and has already begun action! 
We began by addressing the roles that 
needed to be filled, so congratulations 
to Peggy Lucas, Chairperson, Sabrina 
Phillips. Secretary, Al Macleod, Trea-
surer and Lorien Medina, Zeta Hamil-
ton-Durkin and Monica Ising, Publicity 
officers. 

Once again the SRC is holding the an-
nual SRC Talent Night, full of a range of 
student acts. Come along to the Phoenix 
Theatre on the 23rd of July for a lovely 
night! We’ll be putting up posters and 
posting on your Compass Newsfeed 
and the SRC Facebook Page with more 
information. 

From all of us in the SRC as a whole, we 
can’t wait for a year filled with student 
voice, fundraisers, events and policy 
change! 

Written by:
Raphael Blay, Year 11

tunity to view selected devel-
opmental folios and to hear 
from current exhibitors about 
their inspiration, ideas and 
practices.”

National Gallery of Victoria’s water wall

http://life-drawing.com.au
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Written by:
Ruth Baxter, Year 7

This is the first article about how to 
make hair accessories and more out 
of oven-drying coloured clay. I will 
show you how in a series where I make 
basic step by step instructions on how 
to make leaves and roses. This project 
has many parts.

What you need:  
- green, brown and pink clay 
- hot glue gun 
- hair clips/bobby pins 

Making the leaves 
Method 
1. Roll out a ball of the green clay  
2. Flatten it a bit.  
3. Pinch the end of the leaf together 
to make the stem. 
4. Slice away the ‘corners’ of the leaf 
using a knife.  
5. If it starts to look a lot like an 
arrow, fold the ‘points’ back.    
 
Leaf veins 
1. Mix the green and dark brown 
clay together. The ratio should 
be about ¾ green clay to ¼ dark 
brown.  
2. Roll out a thin snake of the cam-
ouflage green.  
3. Break off a bit of the snake, and 
spread it out across the stalk of the 
leaf to make the stem. 
4. Repeat step three but horizontal-
ly. 
5. You are finished!

Making the rose  
Method 
1. Roll a thick-ish snake out of bright 
pink clay.  
2. Coil the snake into a rose shape. 

Cooking the clay 
1. Line a metal tray with foil.  
2. Place your clay on the tray, mak-
ing sure the separate pieces don’t 
touch. 
3. Follow the packaging instructions. 
4. After cooking the clay, glue the 
hair clips/bobby pins onto charms, 
and you’re finished! 

Here are some variations you can 
make using the same charms:

Leaf necklace  
Make a hole with a pin on a leaf 
charm. When it has been cooked, 
thread it on some cord or chain.

Bracelet 
Make holes using a pin on your 
charms. When cooked, thread the 
charms through a cord, in a pat-
tern; one leaf, one rose, one leaf or 
however you like.

Earrings 
Attach the charms to earring 
hooks, clip-ons or studs

Erasers  
Using eraser clay, you can make 
leaf or flower erasers. 

Autumn Leaves  
A great thing about these cool 
and colourful leaves is that you 
can make them in red, yellow 
and orange! All you need to do is 
follow the leaf steps but replace the 
green with your desired leaf color. 
Remember to make sure that you 
mix the autumn leaf color with the 
brown for the vein!

Well, I’d better  

 
you to it!  
See what I did there?

Concept, idea and creation by Ruth Baxter, 
7G. 

The Dark Tower

Reviewed by:
Cassie Ward, Year 8

With the release of It into the 
cinematic world once again, 

Stephen King’s books have become 
more popular with the teenage de-
mographic. I recently discovered one 
of his other books that leans more 
toward the adventure genre, rather 
than horror. 

The Dark Tower series follows Ro-
land ‘The Gunslinger’ on his quest 
to find the ‘Dark tower’, a spire that 
seems to be the centre of time; a place 
where the past, present and future 
of all the possible worlds/realities 
converge. 

In this specific book of the series, 
Roland is following the mysterious 
Man in Black across a seemingly 
endless desert. On his travels he finds 
Jake, a young boy from New York, 
and their travels intersect. Over the 
course of this book, the audience 
follows Roland while he struggles to 
catch up with his elusive prey. 

The book was a heavy read and I 
wouldn’t recommend it to a junior 
school student unless they feel like 
analysing every line and concen-
trating entirely while reading it. It 
did have a great storyline and a well 
thought-out set of characters.

Everything introduced into the sto-
ry moved the plot along and there 
were almost no empty or boring parts 
of the book. Please be advised that 
this book does contain some explicit 
language and scenes more directed 
towards mature audiences. 

It is an interesting read for people 
who enjoy plotlines filled with ad-
venture, shooting and the theory of 
parallel universes. It can be found on 
Book Depository and Amazon and in 
your local bookstore.

The Black Panther

Reviewed by:
Zisis Zikos, Year 9

The Black Panther, the first black 
superhero in mainstream American 
comics and now one of the biggest 
movies to hit the cinema this year. 

I thought it had amazing cinematog-
raphy and the acting was sensational. 
Wakanda is a fictional country inside 
Africa and where the Black Panther 
originates from. Wakanda holds the 
only source of vibranium, their source 
of power. The Black Panther himself, 
played by Chadwick Boseman, is the 
good guy and fights the villain Kill-
monger, Michael B. Jordan, for the 
throne. Killmonger wants to take the 
throne, and start from the top and 
show the colonists, the British people 
who stole the black people’s lives and 
turned them into slaves, who are on 
top of the world hierarchy. The Black 
Panther wants something different; 
he wants everybody to be equal and 
to share Wakanda’s secrets of what 
technologies they have to the outside 
world. The young sister scientist Shuri 
played by Letitia Wright also made 
a great comic sidekick.

The movie shows the struggles of 
power, how every tribe has its faults 
and that every opinion should be 
heard.

It is not only for the superhero fans, 
but for all young and old. The cos-
tumes, the dances, the music and 
tribal rituals were spectacular. 

I thought is was an excellent movie 
and I encourage you to see it in cin-
emas on the big screen and not wait 
for DVD release. 

Tip: don’t leave the cinema until 
the very end (and I mean until 
the screen goes black).

Film directed by Ryan Coogler

The Dark Tower was adapted into a film 
in 2017 - stephenking.wikia.com

Reviews

Book by Stephen King

Chadwick Boseman as the Black Panther- 
Vox

Fortnite

The battle royale mode in this game 
supports up to 100 people, playing 
either in a squad, in a duo or solo. 
The main objective is to be the last 
one or team left alive. The players 
start the game by parachuting of the 
“battle bus”, pickaxe in hand. They 
then loot places, looking for weapons, 
and farming materials which can 
then be used to build forts or cover 
during battles. 

As the game wears on a storm starts 
closing in on the map, which caus-
es damage to players unfortunate 
enough to be there. Because the 
storms starts closing in, players are 
forced to kill or be killed. In the lat-
er stages of the game, supply drops 
start dropping in, containing what 
are likely to be better weapons than 
the ones you have on hand. 

Once you get to the top ten or top 
five, the materials you have collected 
earlier come into play, as it is nearly 
impossible to win a game without 
building some sort of fort near the 
end.

Fortnite itself has two parts. The 
‘Save the World’ mode, which re-
quires money, and ‘Battle Royale’, 
which is free and what most people 
are playing currently. 

In my opinion, Battle Royale is a 
mind-blowing game, having played 
it myself. What separates this from 
the other battle royale games going 
around is that it’s free, unlike Player 
Unknown’s Battlegrounds, which is 
what it’s compared to the most. Also, 
the interactivity of this game plays 
a major part in elevating it to fame. 
You can actually talk to the people 
you are playing with, making this 
game socially enjoyable. 

The graphics look amazing for a 
game that doesn’t cost a dime and 
the gameplay is just as good. The 
shooting feels comfortable as well. On 
the other hand, Fortnite is majorly 
addicting. The goal to becoming the 
last one standing can slowly take 
over your everyday life - I speak from 
experience. 

In conclusion, Fortnite is a revolu-
tionary game that is free and enjoy-
able to play. Just make sure that it’s 
played moderately so it doesn’t inter-
fere with other aspects of your life! 

Reviewed by:
Aditya Arya, Year 8

Game by Epic Games

Hot glue guns ‘n’ 
roses

How to make rose and leaf hair accessories

The game that’s taken the world by storm - The Verge

Lily Lau, Year 8

(S) = slower for that line

Think about the ones you’ve never met

All the stories, ideas that you haven’t yet

Had time to appreciate, to comprehend

The genius in words, the people to be-
friend,

To change your life to a better place, 

To hold your own, and keep your pace,

To just keep living and go with what you 
got

CHORUS:

Go with what you got,

Don’t miss it till you’re not

Knowing where it is…

So go with what you got,

Speak dreams before they rot,

(S) Catch before all the opportunities you 
see are caught

Keeping on thinking,

Of all the chances missed,

While more slip away, into the abyss,

Swept all over,

Heart getting colder,

Needing a way to break out,

Can’t stop getting older,

Given no shoulder,

To finally, just, let it all out

What You Got
Poem by:
Rowan Daly, Year 8

But when you’re poised on the corner,

Of chaos and order,

Can’t tell the difference, of,

knowledge and ignorance

Only one way to choose,

And that choice makes all,

Don’t be afraid to reach out,

You don’t have to fall,

Forge your own way,

Don’t carry other’s loads

There’s no way to stray,

From the untrodden road

CHORUS:

Just go with what you got,

Don’t miss it till you’re not

Knowing where it is…

So go with what you got,

Speak dreams before they rot,

(S) Catch before all the opportunities you 
see are caught

It does not matter if you aren’t perfect,

Make do with what you have, it’s all yours

Whoever claims the title doesn’t earn it,

Go with what you got, and your destiny 
unfolds,

Use opportunities, and with endurance 
and grit,

(S) You can see what the future holds.
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Florence 
Nightingale

Written by:
Zeta Hamilton-Durkin, Year 9 Florence Nightingale is one of the 

most influential and important 
women in history who bettered the 
medical practice, ultimately saving 
millions of lives. Living from 1820-
1910, from a young age she knew her 
calling was nursing.

Without a formal nursing education, 
Florence taught herself everything 
a nurse was required to know. Her 
upper-class family disapproved of 
the prospect of a woman working, 
especially as a nurse, for they believed 
it was work to be done by servants 
or the poor, preferring that she mar-
ried well. But the idea of a life of 
domesticity left Florence cold. So, 
Florence Nightingale set an example 
by persevering and working anyway, 
even declining a proposal of marriage 
after a long period of courting with 
a man. Her life was not going to be 
about cooking, cleaning and raising 
children, but so much more. 

When Florence Nightingale first came 

into prominence, it was when she and 
37 nurses she had taught herself were 
sent to a British base in the Ottoman 
Empire, in the Crimean War. 

Shocked at the terrible condition of 
medical tents and the overworked 
staff, she shortly she became known 
as a warm and understanding nurse 
as she attended countless men, a large 
number of whom were on their death-
beds, all on her many rounds at night, 
holding a lamp in one hand. She also 
established a separate kitchen to the 
one there already was to prepare 
easily digestible food for patients.

But she wasn’t only a kind nurse. 
During her stay in Crimea, Florence 
Nightingale discovered that the care 
and sanitation conditions were con-
nected to the mortality rate. Cleverly, 
she made sure everything was clean 
and with her intervention, deathrates 
of patients went from 42% to 2%.

Next, she created pie charts depicting 
her findings, about how the spread 
of disease was due to the result of 
insanitation. These charts were so 
significant that the British govern-

ment created an Army Medical De-
partment the moment she returned 
from Crimea. These diagrams also 
began the practice of evidence-based 
medicine.

Whilst back in England, Florence 
campaigned for sanitation and care 
practise in hospitals, with guidelines 
for handwashing rules. She also wrote 
a textbook on modern nursing called 
‘Notes On Nursing’ that is still used 
today, 159 years after it was pub-
lished!

Nightingale then established the first 
ever nursing school, ‘The Nightingale 
Training School’ at St Thomas’ Hos-
pital in London, where she educated 
the nurses who went on to establish 
Florence’s methods globally.

Florence Nightingale achieved an 
incredible amount in one lifetime and 
especially for a woman in her era. She 
is a fabulous example of girl power, 
a role model to all those who aren’t 
encouraged to chase their dreams, 
and because of Florence Nightingale, 
so many lives were saved during the 
war are still being saved today.

Armageddon

Hundreds of US 
families are preparing 
for  catastrophe inside 
underground military 

bunkers

Written by:
Jason Wang, Year 8

Services for residents will also include 
a store, restaurant, bar, theatre, hot 
spa, gym, school, hospital, as well as 
gardens,  barbequeue areas, chapels, 
horse stables and shooting ranges.

Robert K. Vicino, founder and CEO 
of VIVOS, has argued that the buyers 
are not paranoid, but “aware”.

“Our buyers are aware — not para-
noid — they’re highly intelligent, well 
educated, they read a lot.”

He added: “The whole world is con-
cerned. Everybody is having gut-level 
feelings and they’re all feeling some-
thing is about to happen.

“Some are concerned about North 
Korea, others are concerned about 
an economic collapse, others are con-
cerned about World War III.”

Calling the 2,200 sq ft bunkers “life 
assurance”, Vicino said it would be 
crazy not to buy one.

“The cost that we’re able to do this is 
nothing. It’s crazy not to — it’s nothing 
more than life assurance.

“This place is huge, the bunker we’re 
in is bigger than most houses,” he 
said. “It’s going to be the largest sur-
vival community on the planet.”

Source:  
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/5785827/
dakota-military-bunker-pic-

Florence Nightingale - Wikipedia

The bunkers are supposed to be a life-
saver that protects us from the global 
Armageddon. The earth-covered bun-
kers are reportedly built and fortified 
to withstand a 500,000-pound blast 
(seven bars of pressure).

They are separated from each other 
by an average of 400 feet (122 metres) 
in all directions.

The first phase of the construction 
contains 575 bunkers, but will ac-
commodate up to 10,000 people after 
accomplished.

At US $25,000 (AUD $32,899) for a 
private bunker, buyers get a luxurious 
interior deep in the ground, which 
will provide a shelter. These shelters 
are located in Fall River around Edge-
mount in South Dakota, where the US 
Army’s Fort Igloo was once based.

Military guards, cameras, ‘member 
only’ gates and all within high secu-
rity fenced property will secure the 
area 24/7. Beds in one of the bunkers

Surviving the apocalypse in style
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